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ABSTRACT

We review the conceptual developments of quantum theory and

specia! relativity which culminated in the discovery of and

understanding of antimatter. In particular, we emphasize how quantum

theory and special relativity together imply that antimatter must

exist. Our modern understanding of antimatter is summarized in the

CPT theorem of relativistic quantum fidd theory. The implications of

this theorem have r!ever been contradicted by any experiment ever done.
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L INTRODUCTION

Given quantum mechanics and special relativity, antimatter’s

existence is a consequence. 1 However, traces of it can be seen in non-

relativistic quantum mechanics and special relativity, independently.

In this survey we begin with a discussion of the discovery of

quantum mechanics, and how the interpretation of the wave function

was a clue towards the later discovery of antimatter. SchrOdinger did

not understand his complex wave function. In fact, at first he thought

!hat only the modulus of the wave function was physically significant,

Only later was it tealized that the wave function is a ~

probability ~litu~. This is a key. The probabilistic nature of

quantum mechanics only means we have lost classical determinism,

But the complex nature of the wave function allows the existence of

antimatter. At the time this hint was missed.

Next, after reviewing special relativity and why its strong-

reflection (time and space reflection) symmetry does not quite imply

antimatter, we discuss the search for a relativistic quantum theory.

The Klein-Gordon equation was the first to be discove” ~d, but it faiied

for the hydrogen-atclm spectrum. But later there was triumph with the

Dirac equation. This equation has as its basis the desire to take th~

square-root of the special-relativistic, energy-momentum-mass

relation.

The success of the Dlrac equation was dramatic. But it had two

extra components besides those for the electron. After some confusion

over whether these other solutions could represent the pr~tor:, it was

realized that they had to correspond to a particle of the same mass as

the electron but with opposite charge. Imagine the amazement when in
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1932 Anderson found this particle in a

Then began a fascinating period

cloud chamber.

of detective work, as the positive

and negative muons, the three pions, and, most significantly to the

community, the antiproton were discovered. Finally, in 1957, Luders2

systematized earlier work and published his paper on the CPT theorem.

(C-charge conjugation, P-parity, T-time reversal.) This theorem states

that for every particle there will be an antiparticle witl) the same

inertial mass, the opposite charge, and the samo total decay rate.

These properties have been obeyed by every particle ever discovered.

This theorem is the foundation of quantum field theory as a description

of particle physics up to and including the “standard model” of the

strong and electroweak interactions. Even with the discovery of P and

CP violation, there is no suggestion of a violation of CPT invariance.

So where does gravity fit in?

Independently of quantum theory, Einstein developed general

relativity as a ~ (non-quantum) theory, The gravitational field

is a tensor field, Ir its standard, classical form, general relativity

does not specifically contain the concept of antimatter. Antimatter is

simply another form of energy and has the corresponding weight.

Therefore, antimatter must behave in the same way as matter in a

classical, general-relativistic, gravitational field.

But

with the

whether

1950’s

repelled

tells us,

even in the era predating modwn attempts to unify gravity

other (quantized) forcec of na!ure, the question was raised of

antimatter had to have the same weight as matter. In the

there was speculation that antimatter could possibly be

by matter, so-called “antigravity”,3 Quantum fiald theory

“Nol” However, that was not the end. Modern, quantum field
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theories, which attempt to unify all the forces of nature, tell us that

the gravitational acceleration of antimatter can be different than that

of matter. That fascinating story is the topic of a separate discussion

in this Proceedings. You are referred there for the details.4

m The Discovery of Quantum Mechanics.

The great, intuitive breakthrough in atomic physics was Bohr’s

description of the hydrogen atom in his “old quantum theory,”

formulated in 1912.5 This theory quantized classical orbits. Limited

though it was, it correctly predicted the energy levels of hydrogen as

En=- R/n2 , n -1,2,3 .,. (1)

R = me4/(*2) . (2)

In 1926, Schrddinger’s wave-mechanics version of quantum theory

explained this result from a fundamental viewpoint.6 !n this new

quantum theory, one makes a substitution for the energy, momentum,

and position. They become operators in a wave equation:

‘class + ~ (d/dt) ,
(3)

Pclaw + -fiv , (4)

‘class + x. (5)

The classical energy equation, Kinetic energy plus potential energy

equals the total energy,
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E - p2/(2rn) + V(r) (6)

is now written in the form

EnV ■ i~(d/dt)V - [-@2/2m)V2 - V(r)]W . (7)

The solution to this differential equation yields the same energy

levels, En, as those obtained by Bohr.

However, one of the aspects of this new theory of operators is

that xp is no longer equal to px. In particular,

[xlp]mxp-px -~. (8)

This equation is the commutator which implies the Heisenberg

Uncertainty Relation:

(fJX)2(AP)2 z fi214 . (9)

The implication of this relation is that one can never know both the

position and the momentum of a particle with infinite precision. This

is the place where classical determinism disappears in modern

quantum theory,

In the effor? to understand this, SchrOdingor discovered, what in

modern language are called, the coherent states of the harmonic

oscillator.7~8 These are the wave-function solutions of the qllantum
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equations of motion. They follow the motion of a classical particle as

well as possible. However, wave functions are ~, sc)’vddi~gef
did not understand what this meant. Below is a reproduction of the

translation into English of Schrbdinge~s remarks.8

Now we take, as is provided for, the real part of the right-hand side
and after a short calculation obtain

(9) @e$~=-A--’” cm [m~ +(A sin 2WS0. (Z - ~ Cm 23W4)].-

The aeoondfactm in (9) is in greed a function whose absolute valua
is small com red with unity, ~d ~~lch V~M vov ~Pi~Y ~t~ 3
and nlno t. rt ploughs rnauy &ep and narrow furrows in the protie
of the first fsotor, ad makesa ww ,-P cut of k W~Ch ia ~p~-
sented-schematidly only-in Fig. 2.

As one can read, Schr5dlnger orlgh’taily thought that only the ‘real

part” of the wave function was physically significant, He wanted to

ignore the imaginary part, the par. which turns out ta be critical to the

understanding of ant; -atter. It allows for C conju@on,
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It was with the work of B~rn that the physical significance of the

wave function was understood. The wave function is a probability

amplitude. It’s modulus-squared is the probability density. Since wave

functions are only amplitudes, their phases are significant in a

relative sense, but not in an absolute sense. This m experimentally

seen in quantum interference experiments.

Ill. Special Relatlvlty.

In 1905 Einstein produced his special theory of relativity.g It

describes the kinematics of all of known physics in situations where

gravity can be ignored. For a free particle, this theory says that the

relationship between mass and (only) kinetic energy is no longer the

classical

E - (1/2)mv2

but rather is the new relationship

(lo)

(11)

Special relativity has part of the physics that is needed for

antimatter. In particular, there is a symmetry called s t ro n Q

Wan.’ 0 Thisinvolveslettingallfour coordinates (space and

time) be reflected through the origin, The effect of this inversion on

the equations of classical electrodynamics is to change the sign of the

electric charge, For each solution, then, strong-reflection * the

existence of another. This other solution is similar to what we will

call an “antiparticle” solution. However, as we observe below, it is

only when quantum theory is introduced thai true-antiparticle
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solutions appear, that are ~

Now, starting with Bohr’s old quantum ifieo,’y, Sommwfeld had

“added” special relativity and had defived the “Sommerfeld formula” for

the hydrogen-atom energy levels:l 1

= d - R [1/n2 + (a2/n4){ n/$ - 3/4} ...] F (13)

where

f(N,L) = [ 1 + a2/{N-L + [L2 - a2]2 }1/2 ]-1/2 , (14)

a . #/oft) . (15)

W vs. E denotes that the rest-mass energy has been included in the

eigenvalues. p and $ are radial and angular quantum numbers, of the

“quantized orbit” Bohr type. Eq. (13) agreed with the energy levels of

the ~hr atfm to the level of the principle quantum number, n. The next

term, which includes the angular quantum number, $, agreed with the

hydrogen atom fine-structure splittings. But from quantum mechanics

it was known that the physical interprdation of p and @ was

incorrect, even though phenomenologically they gave the correct energy

eigenvalues.

Therefore, an immediate goal in quantum mechanics was to try to

add special relativity to Schr5dinger’s operator ideas. The first

attempt was the Klein-Gordon equation, 12 which is the

quantum-mechanical form of Eq. (11), with the electromagnetic



potential inserted:

[ifi(d/dt) - v(r)]2UJ = [c2p2 + m2c4]UJ .

The solution for the energy levels is

(16)

Wn,~_ mc2 f(n, 4+112) , 4sn+l (17)

~ m& - R [1/n2 + (a2/n4){ n/(4+1/2) - 3/4} ...] , (18)

4 being the angular momentum quantum number.

This result ~ with the hydrogen atom. We now know

that the Klein-Gordon equation describes particles with internal

spin-O. Thus, it shouid be the equation for the pi-mesic atom: a

negative pi-meson bound to a nucleus. Ironically, because of technical

difficulties, the verification of the spectra of Eq. (18) for the

pi-mesic atom did not occur until 1978.13 This was long after the

situation was understood’ 4 both theoretically and also from other

experiments.

The next step was the equation of Pauli, which incorporated the

concept of spin-1/2 electrons. (Spin was the famous discovery of

Goudsmit and Uhlenbeck.l 5, Pauli gave the Hamiltonian (energy

operator) of the hydrogen atom as

H - (-fi2/2m)V 2 + V(r) + (2m2c2r)-l(dV/dr) L“S , (19)
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where L is the angular momentum operator. S is the spin operator,

represented by a (2 x 2) matrix. Therefore, there are two solutions to

the Schr6dinger equation, corresponding to spin-up or down.

The Pauli equation gave agreement with the hydrogen spectra

approximation of Eq. (13), with $ being replaced by (j + 1/2). “j” is the

total angular-momentum quantum number from J = L + S. This

replacement explained Sommerfeld’s s~mi-~ hoc rule that q z 1. But

the Pauli equation obviously was a half-way house to complete

understanding. For instance, no one could understand where spin came

from. If one took the known ‘size” of the electron and the value of the

angular mamentum that the spin value represented, then the edge of the

electron would be moving (classically) ~ the _ of ~
. I

Iv. The Dlrac Equation ●nd Antimatter

The resolution of all this came with the Dirac equation. Note that

Eq. (11) can be written as

mc2 = [E2 - (pc)2]l /2 . (20)

Dirac wanted to be able to avoid the analogous square ioot implicit in

the Klein-Gordon form of quantum mechanics. Therefore, h’a searchec’

for some mathematical way in which the quantum operator form of Eq.

(20) could be described by

(21)mc2 = [E2 - p2c2]l/2

- [(EyO - p“yc)2]1/2 , (22)
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sc that one could write the equation

rnz#w - {[(E - V(r)~~ - pOW}W . (23)

Amazingly, in 1928 Dirac found a solution with the correct

mathematical properties. The four y operators in Eq. (23) were (4 x 4)

matrices. Therefore, there were f~ur solutions to the Dirac equation,

corresponding to

(+E spin up, +E spin down, -E spin down, -E spin up). (24)

The last two solutions have . Dirac was so scared of

these solutions that when he first attacked the hydrogen atom with his

equation he only looked for an approximate solution. 16 It corresponded

to the results of Pauli. Later, Dawin and Gordon exsctly solved the

Dirac equation for the hydrogen atom, and they obtained tho correct

energy levels as’ 7

Wn j - md f(n, *1/2)B (25)

~ rnc2 - R [1/n2 + (aZ/n4){ n/(j+l/2) - 3/4} ...] . (26)

As obtained in the Pauli equation, j ia the total angular momentum

quantur,l numkr, corresponding to the operator J = L + S.

v. Antlmattor, tho Nogatlvc-Energy States

Now began the fascinating fight to understand the negative-energy

solutions of Dirac. For details on what follows, consult the excellent
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articles on the history of the Dirac equation and on the early stages of

experimental particle physics.’ 8

A summary can be started with Dirac’s above-mentioned fear of

the negative-energy solutions. Obviously something was right since

the hydrogen atom worked so well. Dirac had to think of some physical

explanation of them.

The particles discribed by the solutions of the Dirac equation were

“fermions.” Such particles have the property that only one of them at a

time can wxupy any energy state. In 1930 Diracl 9 proposed that all of

the negative energy states are

now known as the “Dirac sea.”

since It had the lowest possible

filled with particles, forming what is

This state was called the ground state

energy. AII excitation out of this sea

leaves a “hole” in it. It has a positive energy and opposite eiactric

charge to the positive-energy solution. But what were these new

particles described by the holes? Dirac suggested that they were

protons.

This got Dirac into trouble. aohr had rejected the physical

validity of Dirac’s equation.z~ Bohr felt Dirac’s proposal could not be

the ultimate answer since there was no correspondence principle (a

well-defined, large-energy, slassical limit) for spin, and also because

negative energies were ‘absurd.= Later, Oppenheimer pointed out that

the holes could not be protons because they had the wrong mass (the

hole states had to have the same mass as the positive energy

solutions). Also, if they were the protons, they would have decayed.21

Faced with these criticisms, Dirac mod~tied his holes to have ~~e

same mass as the electrons, and boldly wrote,22 “A ho/e, # there we~e

one, would be a new kind ot particie, unknown to experimental physics,
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having the same mass and opposite chatge to an electrvn. We may call

such a partic/e an anti-electron. ... Presumably the protons will

have their own negative-energy states ... an unoccupied one appearing

as an anti-proton. ”

The stage was set for Carl Anderson,23 who in 1932 reported the

discovery of the anti-electron or positron, as it is now called. He was

using a cloud chamber in Millikan’s lab. However, this chamber had a

piece of lead in it and a magnetic field perpendicular to the vertical.

Therefore, high-energy cosmic rays hit the lead, made electron-

positron pairs, and the two particles cumed in opposite directions in

the magnetic field. This showed that the two tracks came from

particles with the same momentum but opposite charges Antimatter

had been disooveredl

w. The Understanding of Antlrnattor

In the following years, we came to understand antimatter.

First, in 1935, Yukawa proposed24 that the strong force must be

mediated by a particle of about 100 MeV rest-mass energy because it

obvicwly was short rangnd. This meant the potential for the strong

forco was not o! the Newton-Coulomb 1/r form, but rather was

V(r) - g [e-r/a] / r . (27)

in 1937 Anderson and others25 found a particle with a mass of about

200 times that of the electron. But it lived much too long for it to be

associated with the strong force. Interestingly, however, it too came

in species with both charges.
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This

of Bristol

part of the story

group found the

was laid to rest in 1947, ‘when a University

following processes:26

(28)

(29)

The n-mesons were the Yukawa particles that mediate the strong

force. The y particles were the ones found by Anderson and

collaborators in 1937. These muons are charged Ieptons which decay

weakly into the electron species of the same charge. Thus, we see that

the pions, muons, and electrons come with both particle and

antiparticle species. The neutrinos (u) are the particles (and

antiparticles) first postulated by Paull to conserve energy in the

beta-decay of neutrons. Eventl~ally they and their antlptirtlcles were

all experimentally shown tu exist.

In the 1950’s, these and other ideas were systematized in the CPT

theorem for quantum field theory .2’27 In h, three quantum-mechanical

transformations, P, T, and C, are combined. The last of these, C, haa as

its basis the complex nature of the solutions of quantum mechanics. C

changes the “charges” of a par!lcle. In the simpmt case this is done by

complex-conjugating the wave function and equation. CPT in quantum

theory is similar to stronq- reflectlon In classlcal theory .28 But in

quantum theory the complex nature of the fields and equations means

that CPT Is equivalent to strong-reflection times complex conjugation

of the fundamental fields and oquatiofis. This new feature, the Inherent



complex nature of the system, is what ~ the negative-erwrgy

solutions, and hence ~ the existence of antimatter.

In a graphic form, the theorem says that if one were to take a

motion picture of a physical process, and if one then were to run the

film backwards (T), look at it in a mirror and rotate oneself by 180°

(P), and change the “charges” or “internal quantum numbers” of the

particles, then one would not be able to tell the difference in the laws

of physics seen. Put another way, every particle h ~s an antiparticle

with

i) the same (Inertial) mass

ii) the same total lifetime

iii) the opposite electric charge

iv) the opposite magnetic moment

v) the opposite internal quantum numbers.

This theorem has been verified in ●very experiment evar done. It

is a foundation of modern quantum field theory, and indeed, one does

not know how to formulate a mathematically consistent relativistic

field theory that does not satisfy this theorem.’ Even ideas of the

separation of matter from antimatter in the early universe are based

upon CP violation (and a presumed countermanding T violation), not CPT

violatlont We have obsemed and understand the existence of P viola-

tion, CP violation, C violation, and we hope to observe T viola!ion,30

But we do not foresee CPT vlolatlon, at least in the short term.

w. Tho Dlscovory of th~ Antlproton

Returning to 1955, the Bevatron was completed at Berkeley with

just enough energy (6.2 GeV) to create antlprotons. This was done by



accelerating protons to

nuclei, and observing the

p+~ +3p +7.

The actual detection method

Now, one of us (MMN),

all this was fione, always

the maximum energy, colliding them with

process

(3Gj

is described in Ref. 31.

being a quantum mechanic and raised after

thought, “Why did the discovery of the

antiproton earn a Nobel Prize? They should have gotten it if they hadn’t

found the antiproton!” Then, in preparing this and other discussions

related to our antiproton gravity work, we came across and read the

1956 Scientific Atnerlcan article on the discovery of the antiproton,3 1

There it said, “At lhis time (1955) sevetal long-standing bets on the

existence of the antipraton stafled to be paid. The /aWest we know of

was fot (1 955) $500.“
To us, of our generation, this is simply amazing. We find it

absolutely clear thet antiparticle exist. We do not see how one can

cone eive of there not being an antiparticle for every type of particle.

It i; always difficult to understand the past wllh one’s present

viewpoint, and for us thio was no exception.

The best recent analogy to this we can think ot is that there were

those who doubted that the W’s and the Z would be discovered et the

SPS, the SPS being the accelerator at CERN built to discover them, But

that had nothing to do with an antiparticle. That only had to do with

there being a correct unification of electromagnetism and the weak

interactions Not finding the Ws and Z would be like proton decay not
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being seen, which supposedly was the key to unifying the electroweak

and the strong interactians32 in the “standard model,”32 133

VII. Conclusion

Of course, one must always test for CPT violation. Somewhere it

may break down. in fact, there are ideas floating around about how this

might happen by a small amount for phenomena on a cosmological

scale .3’1 (We ourselves have been guilty of such types of

speculation.35)

However, except for the case of gravity, CPT is experimentally

proven to be correct with precision ranging up to parts in 1Ilg,

depending upon the interaction and the phenomenon involved.36 Since

the proposed antiproton gravity experiment wouid be the first involving

antimatter, at present we can experimentally say nothing about CPT

and gravity. CPT violation would imply a different gravitational

interaction than expected. However, as is noted elsewhere in these

Proceedings,4 that is not necessary. indeed, new gravitational forces

from quantum theory are a more likely possibility to induce unexpected

results.

But an important thing to remember is that if any of these

speculated violations of CPT turn out to be correct, they would be

small, and would have ~ .

present-day applied-physics experiments, All such experiments are

dealing with the every-day earth. As such they are governed by the

electromagnetic interactions which hold both us and also magnets

together. E!ectmrnagnetism is the interaction for which CPT has been

tested to the highest accuracy. Furthor, quantum electrodynamics is
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the quantum theory whose fundamental predictions have been tested to

the highest accuracy. 37 Finally, recall that it was the fundamental

electrically charged particle, the electron, whose antiparticle, the

positron, was first discovered and comprehended.

We understand antimatter just as well as we understand matter.

Our only problem is that we don’t know how to handle antimatter in a

matter world. The opposite would be the case for antipeople in an

antimatter world, if there are any.

That brings up a final point. Who decides what is matter and what

is antimatter? Is it all relative, as our simplist view of the equations

of physics might indicate? Or, is nature really telling us something by

our not M- any evidence of antimatter galaxies in the universe?

There ara some ideas that this “baryofi asymmetry” (we do not see

antimatter galaxies) is not just a local fluctuation. These ideas told

that baryon asymmetry is a real effect due to CP or CPT violation being

much more significant in the early universe,38 If this is correct, then

anti matter is not a reldtive concept. Dirac would have been proven

correct.
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